
SCHEDULE OF THE DAY OPEN HOUSE
10:00 - 10:40 Precision Riding Techniques 
Bret Tkacs (Outdoor classroom)
Learn the most critical technical riding skills needed for taking 
large Adventure bikes and Dual sports off-road and techniques to 
conserve energy and develop precision riding. These are the same 
skills Bret trains the U. S. Army’s Special Forces to use in combat. 

10:00 - 10:40 Motorcycle Track Days: Why you 
should take your bike to the track
Keith Draghi (Indoor classroom)
Keith Draghi, instructor for Tony’s Track Days will talk about the  
benefits of track days and what it takes to get you and your bike  
ready for it.

11:00 - 11:30 Stunt Show
Chris “Teach” McNeil (Stunt pit)

11:00 - 1:00 HJY Street Team (By the food tent)
Games, Prizes & Giveaways  

11:45 - 12:15 Trials Show
Rhode Island Trials Club (Stunt pit)

12:00 - 12:40 What’s in Your (saddle) Bag?
Paul “Longhaulpaul” Pelland (Indoor classroom)
What does a long distance rider’s saddlebags and Granny’s purse 
have in common? Secrets revealed as this Iron Butt Rally Finisher’s 
luggage is emptied out. Hear tips, tricks and repair tales that may 
help keep your next long road trip – on the road!

1:00 - 1:30 Stunt Show
Chris “Teach” McNeil (Stunt pit)

1:45 - 2:15 Trials Show
Rhode Island Trials Club (Stunt pit)

2:00 - 2:40 Precision Riding Techniques 
Bret Tkacs (Outdoor classroom)
Learn the most critical technical riding skills needed for taking 
large Adventure bikes and Dual sports off-road and techniques to 
conserve energy and develop precision riding. These are the same 
skills Bret trains the U. S. Army’s Special Forces to use in combat.

2:00 - 3:00 Slow Race (Stunt pit)
How slow can you go? A great chance to test your improved  
control provided by the body position and bike control presentation 
from Bret Tkacs. Prize: $50 Twisted Throttle gift card

2:00 - 2:40 Exotic Adventure Destinations  
Around the Globe 
Kevin Hagerty (Indoor classroom)
Kevin Hagerty is a lifelong motorcyclist and a professional guide 
for MotoQuest Tours in Peru & Alaska. He shares his quest for 
adventure with his wife Keleigh, two-up they have journeyed to 
Alaska, Japan, Peru, Chile, Laos, Ireland, South Africa and all over 
the Continental United States.

3:00 - 3:30 Stunt Show
Chris “Teach” McNeil (Stunt pit)

3:45 - 4:15 Trials Show
Rhode Island Trials Club (Stunt pit)

4:00 - 4:40 Tech Essentials: Motorcycle Tool Kits 
Erik “Mr. Twisted” Stephens (Indoor classroom)
We all tend to over-pack, but minimizing a motorcycle tool kit  
can be very difficult without compromising its effectiveness. Learn 
what to pack and what to leave out for the perfect motorcycle tool 
and spares kit.


